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For noncritical energies, the asymptotic behavior of the scattering phase and of the
time-delay are known to be described by a Weyl type formula and the Breit–
Wigner formula, respectively. We consider here the case of critical energy levels in
dimension 1. We obtain the semiclassical asymptotics of the scattering phase and of
the time-delay, uniformly with respect to the energy in a neighborhood of a critical
value. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1562749#

I. INTRODUCTION

We study the asymptotic behavior in the semiclassical limit of the scattering phase an
time-delay for the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger operator,

P~x,hD!5h2D21V~x!, D5
1

i

]

]x
, ~1!

for energies close to a critical valueV0 of the potentialV(x). We will focus here on the case wher
V0 is a nondegenerate, global maximum of the potential. We shall consider the two cases
V(x) reaches its maximum at one point~case I! and at two points~case II!. In case I, the
underlying classical system presents a saddle point, whereas in case II it presents a hete
orbit between the two saddle points associated to the points of maximum.~See Fig. 1.! The case
whereV0 is a local maximum, more precisely the case of a homoclinic orbit for the assoc
Hamiltonian system, can be treated in the same way, and we also provide results in that c~cf.
the discussion after Theorem 2.2!.

The scattering phaseu(E,h) is a priori a very simple object, namely the argument@up to
normalization; see~30! below# of the determinant of the scattering matrix~which is unitary!
associated toP. The remarkable fact, proved by Birman and Krein~cf. Ref. 1!, is that, under
suitable assumptions on the potentialV, in particular whenV→0 whenx→` fast enough, this
quantity is strongly related to spectral properties ofP. Indeed we have, forE.0,

u~E,h!5ps~E,h! mod pZ, ~2!

wheres(E,h) is the Spectral Shift Function~for short SSF!, defined as a distribution inS8(R) by
s(E,h)50 for E!0, and

^s8, f &5Tr~ f „P~x,hD!…2 f ~h2D2!!. ~3!

The SSF can be seen as an extension to the continuous spectrum of the counting function
eigenvalues ofP since, as one can see easily, forE,0,

N~E,h!5s~E,h!, ~4!

a!Dedicated to Professor Norio Shimakura on the occasion of his 60th birthday.
b!Electronic mail: fujiie@math.tohoku.ac.jp
c!Electronic mail: thierry.ramond@math.u-psud.fr
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whereN(E,h) is the number of eigenvalues ofP(x,hD) not exceedingE.
As for the counting functionN(E,h), the asymptotic behavior ofs(E,h) ash→0 has been

shown to be of Weylian type, but only in certain particular circumstances. Let us be more pr
We denote byscl(E) the classical analog of the spectral shift function defined by

^scl~E!, f 8~E!&52E E
R2n

$ f „p~x,j!…2 f „p0~j!…%dx dj, ~5!

wherep(x,j)5j21V(x) and p0(j)5j2 are the semiclassical symbols ofP and h2D2, respec-
tively. Notice that

scl~E!5tnE
Rn

$„E2V~x!…1
n/22E1

n/2%dx, ~6!

wherea15max(a,0) andtn is the volume of the unit sphere inRn. We recall also that an energ
level E is said to benontrappingfor P if every trajectory of the Hamiltonian fieldHp on p21(E)
escapes to infinity as time goes to both1` and2`. Robert and Tamura~see Ref. 2! have proved
the following.

Theorem 1.1: If each EP@E1 ,E2#,R1 is nontrapping, then s(E,h) has a complete
asymptotic expansion as h→0, uniform with respect to E in@E1 ,E2#. Moreover, at leading order
we have

s~E,h!5~2ph!2nscl~E!1O~h12n!, as h→0. ~7!

When the energy is trapping, however, it is believed that the scattering phase varie
rapidly because of the presence of poles of the scattering matrix calledresonancesclose to the real
axis.

The case of trapping energies which are regular values ofp has already been investigated, a
we would like to mention here two works on the scattering phase in such a situation. In R
Gérard, Martinez and Robert have studied the scattering phase in the presence of shap
nances, that is, resonances generated by the presence of a well in an island~cf. Ref. 4!, which are
known to be exponentially~with respect toh) close to the real axis. They have proved that t
scattering phase increases byp at the real part of such a resonance. More precisely, they obtai
so-called Breit–Wigner formula for the time-delay~the derivative of the scattering phase wi
respect to the energy!. In the same situation, Nakamura5 associates toP two HamiltoniansPint and
Pext, corresponding to the bounded and unbounded component ofp21(E), respectively. He shows
that if E is nontrapping in some interval forPext, the spectral shift function forP is approximated
in that energy interval by the sum of the SSF forPext, the asymptotic behavior of which we know
from Theorem 1.1, and the eigenvalue counting function forPint . These eigenvalues are close
the shape resonances ofP, and cause again rapid variations of the scattering phase.

As we have already said, our concern here is the behavior of the Spectral Shift Functi
energies close to a critical value of the symbolp. We work here in the case of dimension 1, a

FIG. 1. Potentials.
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the methods we use can probably not be easily adapted to higher dimensional situations~see Ref.
6 for recent results concerning the Breit–Wigner formula in then-dimensional, noncritical case!.
But we provide very precise results, which we think to be of interest for the understanding
scattering phase in a general setting. In particular in our case II, the underlying mechanical s
though it is not chaotic, is highly unstable, and it is an important question to understand sca
data in such a situation.

In our settings, the barrier top energyE5V0 is trapping since it takes infinite time for classic
particles to arrive at a barrier top: it generates hyperbolic fixed points for the associated H
tonian flow. Notice also that in case I,EÞV0 is always nontrapping, but in case II,E is nontrap-
ping aboveV0 and trapping belowV0 because of the presence of a potential well.

Roughly speaking, we prove here that the Robert and Tamura formula~7! still holds in our
case I, provided we replacescl(E) by sext(E,h), the real part of a natural regularized classic
actionsreg(E,h) @see~13! for the precise definition#. Indeedscl(E) presents a logarithmic singu
larity at E5V0 ~see Lemma 4.1!, but from our computation emerges a purely quantum contri
tion, closely related to the tunneling phenomenon through the barrier, which cancels the sin
ity. In case II, the same phenomenon takes place, and we recover Nakamura’s result re
scl(E) by its regularization. More precisely,scl(E) is then the sum of two actionssext

cl (E) and
sint

cl (E) associated to the sea and the well, respectively, and these have to be replaced bysext(E,h)
ands int(E,h), respectively, the real part of the corresponding contributions insreg(E,h) ~Theorem
2.1!. Moreover, we are able to describe precisely the behavior ofsreg(E,h) in both cases I and II
in a whole interval ]V02d,V01d@ . In case II, and whenE,V0 , we recover the Breit–Wigne
formula for the time-delay. Therefore we have extended the Breit–Wigner formula to a w
neighborhood ofV0 ~Theorem 2.2!.

Our starting point in this short paper is the asymptotic formulas for the scattering m
obtained in Ref. 7 for the case I and in Ref. 10 for the case II. These formulas were obtained
the so-calledexact WKB analysis~see Ref. 8!, together with microlocal connection formula
obtained through a reduction to a normal form~see Ref. 9!. In Sec. I we state our precise result
We recall briefly in Sec. II the basic facts in 1-dimensional scattering, and we present the r
of Ref. 10. We prove our results in Sec. III.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND RESULTS

We consider the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation~1! where the potentialV satisfies the
following assumptions.

~H1! The functionV is real onR and dilation analytic, that is,V is holomorphic in a sector
S5$xPC;uIm xu,tanu0uRexu%ø$uIm xu,d% for some 0,u0,p/2 andd.0.

~H2! The potentialV is short range, that is, there exist positive constantse andC such that
uV(x)u<C(11uxu)212e in S.

Let V0 be the maximum of the potential on the real axis which we assume to be positive
consider the two cases:

~Case I! V21(V0)5$o1%;
~Case II! V21(V0)5$o1 ,o2% (o1,o2).
From now on, we will use the convention that* stands for 1 in case I and 2 in case II.
In both cases, we assume furthermore that the curvature does not vanish at each critica
~H3! V9(oj )52 1/(2rj

2), r j.0, j 51,* .
If E,V0 and is sufficiently close toV0 , sayuE2V0u,d, the equationV(x)2E50 has 2 real

rootsa1(E),b1(E) nearo1 (a1,o1,b1) in both cases and 2 other real rootsa2(E),b2(E) near
o2 (a2,o2,b2) in case II. We then define the action integrals between these turning point
6` as follows:

sj~E!52E
a j (E)

b j (E)
AV~x!2Edx, j 51,* , ~8!
1 Jan 2005 to 129.175.53.205. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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sext
cl ~E!52S E

2`

a1(E)

1E
b
*

(E)

` D $AE2V~x!2AE%dx22AE„b* ~E!2a1~E!…, ~9!

sint
cl ~E!52E

b1(E)

a2(E)
AE2V~x!dx ~ in case II!. ~10!

Let us remark here that the classical counterpart of the spectral shift functionscl(E) @see~5!# is
related with these actions by

scl~E!5H sext
cl ~E! ~case I!,

sext
cl ~E!1sint

cl ~E! ~case II!.
~11!

In our results will also appear the Jost functionN of the harmonic oscillator~see Remark 4.3!. It
is the analytic function in$zPC\$0%;uargzu,p% defined by

N~z!5
A2p

G~z11/2!
ez log(z/e). ~12!

Instead of the classical actions given by~8!, ~9! and~10!, the relevant quantities are going to be t
regularizedactionssext

reg(E,h) andsint
reg(E,h), defined forE,V0 and uE2V0u,d by

sext,int
reg ~E,h!5sext,int

cl ~E!1 ih logH NS i
s1~E!

2ph DNS i
s* ~E!

2ph D J , ~13!

or their real parts,

sext,int~E,h!5sext,int
cl ~E!2hH argNS i

s1~E!

2ph D1argNS i
s* ~E!

2ph D J , ~14!

where arg„isj (E)/(2ph)…5p/2 for E,V0 . We will see in Proposition 4.4 that these functio
sext,int(E,h) can be extended as holomorphic functions ofE to a whole complex neighborhood o
E5V0 , of course depending onh. It is also important to notice already that, far from the barr
top, the functionssext,int(E,h) coincide withsext,int

cl (E) @see~43!#. More precisely, in the region
uarg„isj (E)/2ph… u,p, we have

sext,int~E,h!→sext,int
cl ~E!, as uE2V0u/h→1`. ~15!

At last, we will need in case II another functiong, which gives the width of the resonance
again forE,V0 and uE2V0u,d, we put

g~E,h!5

UNS i
s1~E!

2ph DNS i
s2~E!

2ph D U21

UNS i
s1~E!

2ph DNS i
s2~E!

2ph D U11

. ~16!

We will also show in Lemma 4.5 that this functiong extends holomorphically to a comple
neighborhood ofE5V0 .

We are now able to state our results. Let us first describe the asymptotic behavior
scattering phase.

Theorem 2.1: There exists C.0 such that if E is real anduE2V0u<Ch; then we have in
case I,
1 Jan 2005 to 129.175.53.205. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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u~E,h!5
sext~E,h!

2h
1O„h log~1/h!…, ~17!

and in case II,

u~E,h!5
sext~E,h!

2h
1tan21H g~E,h!tan

s int~E,h!

2h J 1O„h log~1/h!…. ~18!

The asymptotic formulas~17! and~18! are analogous, respectively, to the results of Refs. 2 an
The second term in the right hand side of~18! is related to the presence of the potential well a
causes rapid variations. It will be seen more clearly in the next result, describing the asym
behavior of thetime-delay, which is the derivative of the scattering phase with respect to
energyE.

Theorem 2.2: There exists C.0 such that if E is real anduV02Eu<Ch; then we have in
case I,

du

dE
5

r1

h
log

1

h
1OS 1

hD . ~19!

In case II, if E is real anduV02Eu<Ch/ log(1/h), then we have

du

dE
5

r11r2

2h H 11
g

~12g2!cos2~s int/2h!1g2J log
1

h
1OS 1

hD . ~20!

Notice that the energy interval in case II is smaller than in case I because of the prese
resonances closer to the real axis in that case~see Lemma 3.2 and the end of Sec. IV!.

We have proved a similar formula in the homoclinic case~see the end of Sec. II!. For
example, supposeV has exactly two local maxima ato1 ando2 , with V(o1),V(o2). For energies
E close toV05V(o1), and assuming that the turning pointsa2 andb2 are simple, the formula
~18! still holds, but withg defined as

g~E,h!5

UNS i
s1~E!

2ph D U21

UNS i
s1~E!

2ph D U11

. ~21!

Notice that this new definition forg is what could be expected in view of~43!. For the time-delay
we obtain, with this newg,

du

dE
5

r1

2h H 11
g

~12g2!cos2~s int/2h!1g2J log
1

h
1OS 1

hD . ~22!

The reader may notice that, in each of these cases, the leading term is logarithmic with r
to h, hence one gets a non-Weylian asymptotic in these small neighborhoods of the po
maximum.

Let us add some comments about our formula~20!, in particular, on the function

B~E,h!5
g

~12g2!cos2~s int/2h!1g2 , ~23!

which is the contribution from the potential well. Ash→0, the functiong(E,h) tends to 0 for
E,V0 and to 1 forE.V0 . It also equals 1/3 forE5V0 . On the other hand, wheng is small,B
1 Jan 2005 to 129.175.53.205. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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presents a spike at each zero of cos(sint/2h), whose height is 1/g and widthg ~see Lemma 4.5!.
These zeros of cos(sint/2h) ~the real part of the resonances; see Ref. 10! are given by the Bohr–
Sommerfeld type quantization condition,

s int~E,h!5~2n11!ph, ~24!

and it follows from Proposition 4.4 that the distance between two such successive zero
complex disk centered atV0 of radiusCh/ log(1/h) is 2p(r11r2)21h/ log(1/h).

Thus we have obtained an extension of theBreit–Wigner formulato a complete real neigh
borhood of the potential maximum.

At last, we would like to mention that the configuration of the graph ofB(E,h) ~Fig. 2! can
be understood in a more intuitive way. Let us denote

r ~E,h!5
1

UNS i
s1~E!

2ph DNS i
s2~E!

2ph D U , u~E,h!5
s int

h
2p.

Then

B~E,h!5
12r 2

122r cosu1r 2 ,

which is the Poisson kernel of the unit disk. More precisely, it is the harmonic function in the
disk $z5reiuPC;uzu,1% whose boundary value is the delta function supported atz51. By ~44!,
the functionr (E,h) is in fact

r ~E,h!5
1

A11e2s1(E)/hA11e2s2(E)/h
.

It is a decreasing analytic function with respect toE, satisfying 0,r ,1 nearV0 . As h→0, the
functionr tends to a Heaviside function which equals 1 in the trapping regionE,V0 , and 0 in the
nontrapping regionE.V0 . The functionu(E,h) is also analytic nearV0 , and it increases with
rate (r11r2)log(1/h) ~see Proposition 4.4!. Therefore, the pointz(E,h)5r (E,h)eiu(E,h) spirals in
the unit disk, near the boundary whenE,V0 , and thenB presents a spike each timeu vanishes
because of the delta boundary value. WhenE.V0 , the pointz(E,h)5r (E,h)eiu(E,h) spirals near
the origin, andB varies slowly.

FIG. 2. The time-delay.
1 Jan 2005 to 129.175.53.205. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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III. THE SCATTERING MATRIX

We recall here the definitions of the phase shift and of the time-delay in our one-dimen
setting. Under the assumptions~H1! and ~H2! on the potentialV(x), and for E in Pu0

5$E

PC\$0%;uargEu,2u0%, there exists exactly one solutionf r
6 and exactly one solutionf l

6 of ~1! such
that

f r
6~x!;e6 iAEx/h, as Rex→1` in S,

~25!
f l

6~x!;e6 iAEx/h, as Rex→2` in S.

These solutions~usually called Jost solutions! are holomorphic in (x,E)PS3Pu0
, and the two

pairs (f l
1 , f l

2) and (f r
1 , f r

2) form two bases of the space of solutions of Eq.~1!. These bases ar
related to each other by a constant matrix~the transmission matrix! T(E,h):

S f l
1

f l
2D 5T~E,h!S f r

1

f r
2D . ~26!

The determinant of this matrix is 1 since@ f l
1 , f l

2#5detT @ f r
1 , f r

2#, and the Wronskians@ f l
1 , f l

2#
and @ f r

1 , f r
2# are both equal to22iAE/h.

For a complex function (x,E,h)° f (x,E,h), we will denote byf * the function given by

f * ~x,E,h!5 f ~ x̄,Ē,h!.

It is easy to see thatf l ,r
2 5( f l ,r

1 )* , so thatT is of the form

T5S a b

b* a* D , aa* 2bb* 51. ~27!

Since the entriesa andb can be written in terms of Jost solutions:

a~E,h!5
ih

2AE
@ f l

1 , f r
2#, b~E,h!52

ih

2AE
@ f l

1 , f r
1#, ~28!

they are holomorphic inEPPu0
, as well asa* (E,h) andb* (E,h).

The scattering matrix is defined as the matrix associated with the change of basis betwe
outgoing pair of solutions (f r

1 , f l
2) and the incoming pair of solutions (f l

1 , f r
2): if

p1 f r
11p2 f l

25q1 f l
11q2 f r

2 ,

then

S p1

p2
D5S~E,h!S q1

q2
D .

In terms ofa andb we immediately have

S5
1

a* S 1 2b*

b 1 D . ~29!

Suppose now thatE is a positive real number. ThenS(E,h) is unitary by~27!, and its determinant
is a complex number of modulus 1. The scattering phaseu(E,h) is defined as half of the argumen
of detS:
1 Jan 2005 to 129.175.53.205. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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detS~E,h!5e2iu(E,h). ~30!

The functionu is real, and it can be written as

u~E,h!5arga~E,h!52arga* ~E,h!. ~31!

Thus, what we have to do in order to prove our Theorem 2.1 is to examine the asymptotic be
of a* (E,h) obtained in Refs. 7 and 10~see also Ref. 11!. Notice that, even if our results her
concern only real values of the energyE, we shall need estimates in a complex neighborhood
V0 .

Let us recall now these estimates. ForE0PC and r .0 any real number, we denote b
D(E0 ,r ) the set ofEPC such thatuE2E0u,r .

Theorem 3.1: There exists h0.0 and C.0 such that, for all hP]0,h0] and all E
PD(V0 ,Ch), one has in case I:

a* ~E,h!5e„s1(E)2 isext
cl (E)…/2hNS i

s1~E!

2ph D „11O~h logh!…, ~32!

whereas, in case II,

a* ~E,h!5e„s1(E)1s2(E)2 isext
cl (E)…/2hS eisint

cl (E)/2h1NS i
s1~E!

2ph DNS i
s2~E!

2ph De2 isint
cl (E)/2hD

3„11O~h logh!…. ~33!

For later needs, we notice thatu(E,h) can also be defined as a complex-valued function
complexEPPu0

by

u~E,h!5
1

2i
log

a~E,h!

a* ~E,h!
. ~34!

Indeed, sincea anda* are holomorphic inPu0
, u(E,h) is singular only at zeros ofa anda* . The

zeros ofa are complex conjugates of those ofa* , and it is enough to study the asymptot
distribution of zeros ofa* . This was done in Refs. 7 and 10 in cases I and II, respectively, thro
Theorem 3.1, using also Rouche´’s theorem. We obtain the following result.

Lemma 3.2: There exists C.0 such that u(E,h) extends holomorphically to the dis
D(V0 ,Ch) in case I, and to the disk D„V0 ,Ch/ log(1/h)… in case II.

Let us explain briefly how we obtained Theorem 3.1. We use here the notations and co
tions of Ref. 11~in particular for the normalization of the solutions!. We compute a transition
matrix at each maximumTj , j 51, * , the transition matrixTl between2` and a1 , and the
transition matrixTr betweenb* and 1`. In case II, we compute also a transition matrixT12

betweenb1 anda2 . Then the transition matrixT can be written as

T5Tl•T1•Tr , ~35!

in case I, and, in case II as

T5Tl•T1•T12•T2•Tr . ~36!

In Ref. 10 the following result is proved~see also Ref. 11, Proposition 3 for precise definitions
the transition matricesTl , T1 , T12, T2 , Tr and the classical actionsSl , Sr associated to2` and
1`, respectively!.

Proposition 3.3: (1) There exist R.0 and e.0 such that
1 Jan 2005 to 129.175.53.205. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Tl5A4 ES eip/4e2 iSl (E)/h
„11O~h!… O~e2e/h!

O~e2e/h! e2 ip/4eiSl (E)/h
„11O~h!…

D , ~37!

Tr5
1

A4 E
S e2 ip/4e2 iSr (E)/h

„11O~h!… O~e2e/h!

O~e2e/h! eip/4eiSr (E)/h
„11O~h!…

D , ~38!

T1,25S eisint(E)/2h
„11O~h!… O~e2e/h!

O~e2e/h! e2 isint(E)/2h
„11O~h!…

D , ~39!

uniformly with respect to E in every compact subset of D(V0 ,R).
(2) For any r.0, one has

Tj5esj (E)/2hS NS 2
isj~E!

2ph D „11O~h logh!… 11O~h!

11O~h! NS isj~E!

2ph D „11O~h logh!…
D , ~40!

uniformly with respect to E in every compact subset of D(V0 ,rh).
Theorem 3.1 follows immediately from this proposition. Notice also that we can obtain

way the scattering matrix in the homoclinic case. Then formula~36! still holds for the scattering
matrix for these energies, butT2 now reads as

T25es2(E)/2hS 11O~h logh! 11O~h!

11O~h! 11O~h logh!
D .

Thus, in this case, we get as in Theorem 3.1,

a* ~E,h!5e„s1(E)1s2(E)2 isext
cl (E)…/2hS eisint

cl (E)/2h1NS i
s1~E!

2ph De2 isint
cl (E)/2hD „11O~h logh!….

~41!

IV. PROOFS

We proceed first to the proof of Theorem 2.1, that is, we calculate the argument ofa* through
~32! and ~33!. For shorter expressions, we put

r j~E,h!5UNS i
sj~E!

2ph D U, f j~E,h!5argNS i
sj~E!

2ph D . ~42!

In case I, we get immediately

u~E,h!5
sext

cl

2h
2f11O~h logh!5

sext

2h
1O~h logh!.

In case II, we have

u~E,h!5
sext

cl

2h
2arg~eisint

cl /2h1r 1r 2ei (f11f2)e2 isint
cl /2h!1O~h logh!

5
sext

2h
2 arg~eis int/2h1r 1r 2e2 is int/2h!1O~h logh!,

and since
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arg~eis int/2h1r 1r 2e2 is int/2h!5argH ~11r 1r 2!cos
s int

2h
1 i ~12r 1r 2!sin

s int

2h J
5tan21S 12r 1r 2

11r 1r 2
tan

s int

2h D ,

we get~18!. This ends the proof of Theorem 2.1.
In order to prove our second result, we will have to investigate some analyticity propert

terms appearing on the rhs of~32! and~33!. Let us begin with the action integralssj (E), sext
cl (E)

andsint
cl (E): they were defined forE,V0 , uE2V0u,d in Sec. 1. See Ref. 10 for the proof of th

following lemma~with slightly different notations!.
Lemma 4.1: There exist a positive constant R and functions gj , j 51,2, gext and gint holo-

morphic in D(0,R), such that sj (E), sext
cl (E) and sint

cl (E) are all real for 0,V02E,R and

sj~E!52pr j~V02E!„11~V02E!gj~V02E!… ~ j 51,2!,

sext,int
cl ~E!5sext,int

cl ~V0!1
1

2p
„s1~E!1s* ~E!…log~V02E!1~V02E!gext,int~V02E!,

wherelogl.0 whenargl50.
We also recall some properties of the functionN(z).
Lemma 4.2: N(z) is holomorphic in$zPC\$0%;uargzu,p% and in this domain,

lim
uzu→`

N~z!51. ~43!

In particular, on the positive imaginary axis z5 i t , t.0, we have

uN~ i t !u2511e22pt, ~44!

argN~ i t !5t log t1tg~ t !, ~45!

where g is a real and analytic function and extends holomorphically to a complex neighbo
of the origin.

Proof: The formula~43! is nothing else than Stirling formula, and~44! follows easily from the
product formula of the Gamma function:

UGS 1

2
1 i t D U2

5GS 1

2
1 i t DGS 1

2
2 i t D5

p

coshpt
. ~46!

For ~45!, we have

argN~ i t !5t log t2t2argG~1/21 i t !.

Using ~46!, we can rewrite the last term of the right hand side as

argGS 1

2
1 i t D5

i

2
logp2 i logGS 1

2
1 i t D2

i

2
log~coshpt !.

This function can be extended analytically toC\ i (Z11/2) and equals 0 whent50. Hence we can
write argN(it) in the form ~45!. h

Remark 4.3: The function N(z) can be characterized as the Jost function of the harmo
oscillator (see Ref. 12). Letc6(x) be the solutions to (1) with V(x)5x2 and h51 whose
asymptotic behavior at6` is given by
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c6~x!;~x22E!21/4expS 6E
x0

x

~y22E!1/2dyD , as x→7`.

It is possible to define these solutions for arbitrary x0PR when E is negative. Then the Jo
function of the harmonic oscillator, which is defined as the Wronskian of these solution
independent of x0 and given by

1

2
@c1 ,c2#5NS 2

E

2 D .

The following result justifies in particular the terminologyregularizedactions.
Proposition 4.4: There exists C.0 such that the functionssext(E,h) and s int(E,h) can be

extended as holomorphic functions with respect to E in D(V0 ,Ch). Moreover the following
asymptotic formula holds in this domain:

sext,int~E,h!5sext,int
cl ~V0!2~r11r* !~V02E!log

1

h
1O~V02E!, as h→0.

Proof: From Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we get

sext,int~E,h!5sext,int
cl ~V0!2~r11r* !~V02E!log

1

h
1G~E,h!,

with

G~E,h!5~V02E!gext,int~V02E!

2 (
j 51,*

F sj

2p H gS sj

2phD1 log~r j„11~V02E!gj…!J 1r j~V02E!2gj log
1

hG .
h

At last, let us observe some properties of the functiong(E,h).
Lemma 4.5: There exist positive C and R such that the function E°g(E,h) is holomorphic in

(V02R,V01R)3 i (2Ch,Ch). Moreover, on(V02R,V01R) in particular, 0,g,1 and the
following:

(i) if l5O(h), there exist0,g0,g1,1 independent ofl and of h such thatg0,g(E,h)
,g1 and in particularg(V0 ,h)51/3;

(ii) if u(V02E)/hu→`,

g~E,h!5H O~e2s1(E)/h1e2s2(E)/h! ~E,V0!,

12O~e„s1(E)1s2(E)…/2h! ~E.V0!.

Proof: With ~44!, one obtains

g~E,h!5
A11e2s1(E)/hA11e2s2(E)/h21

A11e2s1(E)/hA11e2s2(E)/h11
,

and the lemma follows easily. In particular this function has singularities at the points satis
sj (E)5(2n11)p ih ( j 51,2). h

Now we can deduce Theorem 2.2 from Theorem 2.1, making use of the analyticity o
remainder terms. Indeed, letRI(E,h), RII (E,h) be the the remainder terms of~17!, ~18! respec-
tively:
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RI~E,h!5u~E,h!2
sext~E,h!

2h
,

RII ~E,h!5u~E,h!2
sext~E,h!

2h
2tan21H g~E,h!tan

s int~E,h!

2h J .

We have the following key result.
Proposition 4.6: There exists C.0 such that RI(E,h) and RII (E,h) are holomorphic with

respect to E in D(V0 ,Ch) and in D„V0 ,Ch/ log(1/h)…, respectively, for all sufficiently small h.
Proof: The functionsu(E,h) and sext(E,h) are holomorphic in the required domain b

Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 4.4. It remains to show that the last term ofRII is also holomorphic
in D„V0 ,Ch/ log(1/h)…. Let us calculate the derivative:

H tan21S g tan
s int

2h D J 8
5

1

2h

gs int8 12hg8 cos~s int/2h!sin~s int/2h!

~12g2!cos2~s int/2h!1g2 . ~47!

Both g and s int being holomorphic, it suffices to see that the denominatord(E,h)5(1
2g2)cos2(sint/2h)1g2 does not vanish inD„V0 ,Ch/ log(1/h)…. First we see that for realE in this
domain,d(E,h) is real and bounded from below by a positive constant independent of bothE and
h. Next for complexE, we see

g~E,h!→ 1

3
, UIm s int

2h U<C~r11r2!1OS 1

log~1/h! D ,

ash tends to 0. Hence, by continuity,d(E,h) stays away from 0 for sufficiently smallC andh.h
Proposition 4.6 enables us to estimate the derivatives ofRI andRII in terms of themselves by

Cauchy’s integral formula; if a functionR(E) is holomorphic inD(V0 ,r ), then its derivative is
bounded from above inD(V0 ,r /2) by 2supD(V0 ,r )uR(E)u/r . We recall thatRI5O„h log(1/h)… in
D(V0 ,Ch), and thatRII 5O„h log(1/h)… in D„V0 ,Ch/ log(1/h)…. Thus we obtain

dRI

dE
5O„log~1/h!…,

dRII

dE
5O„~ logh!2

….

On the other hand, we know from Proposition 4.4 that

dsext,int

dE
5~r11r* !log

1

h
1O~1!,

and sincehdg/dE5O(1),

h
d

dE H tan21S g tan
s int

2h D J 5~r11r2!
g

~12g2!cos2~s int/2h!1g2 log
1

h
1O~1!.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
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